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Dwindling Water Supply

76% of likely voters believe that the State of Arizona is currently experiencing a drought.

Sufficient Water Supply

65% of likely voters do not believe there is enough water for residents, agriculture, industry & other businesses for the next 100 years.
**Reliable Water Supply**

92% of likely voters rank ensuring reliable water supply as "important".

**Affordable Water Supply**

86% of likely voters rank ensuring affordable water supply as "important".
86% of likely voters rank Conserving Flowing Streams and Rivers as "IMPORTANT".
82% of likely voters rank Promoting Water Storage as "IMPORTANT"

81% of likely voters rank Promoting Conservation as "IMPORTANT"
MANAGE OUR WATER SUPPLY

78% of likely voters rank Protecting Arizona farming & ranching as "IMPORTANT"

LONG-TERM WATER SUPPLY

#3 Likely Arizona voters rank Long-term water supplies as the 3rd top issue facing Arizona